26 encounters with men go I liave only known two others to
compare with it in my whole life—when I met Blaise
Cendrars and when I met Lawrence Durrell. I didn't
have very much to say that first evening; I listened spell-
bound, enchanted by every phrase he let drop. I saw that
he was made for the monologue, like Cendrars, like Mori-
cand the astrologer. I like the monologue even more than
the duet, when it is good. It's like watching a man- write
a book expressly for you: he writes it, reads it aloud, acts
it, revises it, savours it, enjoys it, enjoys your enjoyment
of.it, and then tears it up and throws it to the winds. It's
a sublime performance, because while he's going through
with it you are God for him—unless you happen to be
an insensitive and impatient dolt. But in that case the kind
of monologue I refer to never happens.
He was a curious mixture of things to me on that first
occasion 5 he had the general physique of a bull, the tenac-
ity of a vulture, the agility of a leopard, the tenderness
of a lamb, and the coyness of a dove. He had a curious
' overgrown head which fasdnated me and which, for some
•reason, I took to be singularly Athenian. His "hands were
rather'small for his body, and overly delicate. He was a
vital, powerful man, capable of brutal gestures and rough
words, yet somehow conveying a sense of warmth* which
was soft and feminine. There was also a great element of
the tragic in him which his adroit mimicry only enhanced.
He was extremely sympathetic and at the same time ruth-
less as a boor. He seemed to be talking about himself all
the time, but never egotistically. He talked about himself
because he himself was the most interesting person he
knew. I liked that quality very much—I have a little of
it myself.
We met a few days later to have dinner together—he
his wife Aspasia and the Durrelk After dinner we were
to meet some friends of his. From the time he met us he

